
RAYMOND TETSCHNER
INCLUSION STORY

This is our amazing son, Raymond Tetschner.
 
Anyone who knows us, knows that we do a lot of social media, but what most people might not realize
 is~ we are simply letting others share in Raymond‘s story.
 
From the time he was an infant, there were people who were drawn to Raymond. From hugging people
in the grocery store to people coming from across the room to meet him-people were drawn to him. 
There are people from California to Florida that know him, love him, and see the amazing person that
 he is!
 
We will often say that we are just along for the ride- in Raymond‘s world.
 
Raymond has been down on the field of the NFL football game, had first row seats for a MLB baseball
game, he has done acting classes, tried surfing, gone horseback riding, met famous people, given drum
performances, was a Keynote Speaker, gone backstage at his favorite girls band-all of these things because
he or we have made a connection and someone has appreciated how cool Raymond is.



This is inclusion.
Inclusion is an action word.
Inclusion is a thought process.
It is a commitment to having a growth mindset and knowing there will be challenges, and learning from
them. It is having an open heart and mind to finding the talents and strengths in each of us.
 
Inclusion is presuming competence, and knowing he can.
Then chaining backwards to teach the skills he needs.
 
Inclusion is finding a way to belong.
Every human everywhere wants simply: to belong, to love and be loved. 
We all deserve this. Raymond deserves to belong in his community. He deserves to try new things.
 He deserves to try new adventures and live his life.

We are his first independence facilitator. We are a part of his self-determination team. We are here to 
ensure his vision of being independent can happen. We are here to help him gain the skills he needs, to feel
successful.  Raymond is a cool guy! We want everyone to see that Heart
 
We are proud to be Raymonds parents!
Michelle and Stacy Tetschner

We don’t talk about those experiences to brag, but to simply show how inclusion has driven our life 
forward. We have chosen to always look at the situation and think: how can we make this work for 
Raymond? What tools and resources need to be put into place for him to be successful? Trust us-if he 
wants to-HE WILL! And if we think he CAN-HE WILL!


